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Exhibit Design: Toyfair
designs, concepts, ideas creativity every step of the way...

As designers of toyfairs for over a decade, we
have earned a reputation for bold, provocative
and successful design solutions. Most of the
designs on the following pages were carried
out by artists under our direct control, with
many of these projects as turnkey exhibits.
Most projects included the hiring and scripting of talent, audio - visual design and multimedia presentation. Often these designs were
conceived and carried out with modest budgets on tight schedules.
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Zaus/DownesInc
design, concept, fabrication
Land of the Lost
A paleolithic environment featuring a realistic 36’ Tyrannosaurus
Rex nicknamed
“Scarface”.
Our crouching dino is
perched on a logo cut
in “faux” stone. This
enormous creature fits
in an area with 8’ ceilings. Breathing, groaning, and growling
sounds emanate from
an endless tapeloop on
a four channel soundtrack. The subwoofer is
hidden in the dino’s
neck.
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Land of the Lost
Paleolithic pandemonium!
Dino-age murals, faux-stone product pedestals, a
flying pterodactyl, simulated prehistoric plants,
and a cacophony of beastly sounds and prehistoric rumblings on audio were part of an allencompassing backdrop for a dinosaur toy line
inspired by a successful TV series.
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2-XL
As hi-tech as it gets
Our 6’ high robot
plays off the interactive robot (product)
in the foreground.
A sound system with
lights animates the
large robot display
and charms visitors.
Sample the product
in sound proof
booths under the
slick 3D 2XL logo.
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Nickelodeon
Nation
Nickelodeon toys
from Mattel. The
entry area is a 10’
enameled freeform tilted wall
with cutout kids
and motorized
sculpted figures,
a sound system,
and a 32”video.
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Nickelodeon Sing-A-Long
Rugrat’s “Bad Girl”
“Sing and Swing Angelica” makes
her karaoke music debut on a
pop-art set of hot yellow lacquered speakers bursting
up from ground level.
Angelica’s stage is
a motorized reveal
with free-form
shoji screens
and digital light
and sound
effects. Our mural
background features Mattel packaging
design shapes with a
cartoon of Paris nightlife.
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Notre Dame
A place normally
reserved for angels.
Mattel’s “Totally
Angelica Wedding
Dance” is demonstrated on a carved,
Corinthian -style
pedestal supporting
sculpted Angelica
gargoyles. The
setting simulates a
wedding in the
movie Rugrats in
Paris.
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Under the Eiffel
Tower
Otherwise known as the
“tower of babble”
Mattel’s“Bounce and Babble
Dil” is perched atop a series of
slightly tipsy spring-loaded
cylinders. Overhead a metal
sculpted arch simulates the
underside of the Eiffel tower
with a cartoon flair. The walls
were custom painted and airbrushed murals in multiple
shades of green that mirrored
the packaging graphics.
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African Veldt
Lots of termite mounds
and 3D Acacia trees,
graphic packaging patterns in the sky, funky
bark, 40’ murals, a 10”
thick logo, hydraulic lift
in the tree trunk, a video,
and most of the Wild
Thornberrys from their
TV show of the same
name - it’s all here.
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Walk-in Electronic Game
An 8’ x11’ replica of a hand-held electronic game with cafe doors. Enter, customers.
Experience multi-channel sounds and effects - and an illuminated catwalk suspended over an electronic circuit-board floor, with individually lit product on stanchions.
A game-within-the-game features chrome playing thumbs and a multimedia/video
presentation designed, written, produced, and directed by Zaus/Downes Inc.
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Inspector Gadget
A real widget workshop
Imaginary gizmos and a playful demo table for visitors to interact with product. An upsidedown Gadget rides a rocket engine (beer keg) with handlebars. Check out Gadget’s boss in a
the galvanized garbage can.
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Street fighter II
The “faux bricks and a couple of
boxers who kick” trick
A simple combination put life into a
popular “rockem sockem” type game.
The logo was cut out of distressed
3/16” aluminum.
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Tea for Two Mini-Dolls
High tea fit for royalty
Silk flowers, a lacquered teahouse with oak floors, and a
lattice ceiling provide a
polished display setting for 5”
tea party dolls.

Balica Dolls
Move over Monet.
An Impressionist doll garden
is the perfect setting for this
exquisite doll line. The same
painting technique is applied
to the wall logo.
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TV Terrier
Who let the dogs out?
A giant doghouse, complete with dalmatian wallpaper and
carpet. A hi-tech environment with leather couches for visitors is the set-piece for the interactive TV Terrier.
The logo to the left is furry, fun and over 7’ high.
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G.R.O.S.S.
A diner from hell
It’s a perfect setting for
Gruesome Rude
Obnoxious Silly
Scarfers. These critters
sit in a 1/2 scale diner
and eat bugs all day. A
shag carpet logo and
checkerboard floor
treatment add a touch
of crass to this
bugfest.
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Overdrivers
Drive yourself crazy
Visitors test their driving skills on a floating, textured
foam rubber demo table. ”Wheelistic” foam logos are
the perfect backdrop for these crazy cars.
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Home Alone 2
Where’s the
contractor?
A scene from the
movie where “Kevin”
(Macauley Culkin)
tackled his adversaries. Some of our
tools are left behind
as display props.
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1000 Acre Woods
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Winnie the Pooh
Gotta Getta Gund!
Poohbear’s forest interpreted in the original
illustration style are on
bent plywood 10’ high
with surprise cutouts.
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1001 Questions
Don’t ask
Multi-plexi-panels of endless questions make the
point about “Quiz Whiz”.
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Silly Friends
Boinnnnnnngggggggg!
Trees made from colored springs. A
product with springy legs comes to
life. It’s impossible to resist pulling a
leg from one of the bouncy creatures displayed here.
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Captain Planet : Eco-Hero
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A massive 3D logo - over 10’ across and more than
18” deep. We liked it so much that it now hangs on the
North wall of our office.
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How ya’ gonna
keep ‘em down
on the farm...
...after they’ve seen
the whole lifesize
barnyard we
developed for Milton
Bradley’ board game:
Farm Family.
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Looney Tunes Dioramas
Space Jam and Taz
Equity toys come to life as 5’ tall
cartoon characters in deep relief.
They live on star studded stages
with airbrushed mural backgrounds. Bugs and the Taz are
sculpted and airbrushed.
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Looney Tunes Dioramas
Got carrots?
Always a star. A 5’ Bugs stands tall, ready to greet
visitors. The platform and wall are built as modified
curves to give added dimension to the exhibit.

Land Before Time
Like the Grand Canyon
A toy environment for Equity Toys simulating prehistoric
mountains with a massive waterfall. This presentation
display was carved foam and over 10’ across.
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Toy Clients:
This is a list of some of the toy companies
and licenses for whom Zaus/Downes Inc.
Amtoy
has produced designs.
F.A.O. Schwarz
Galoob
Gund
Ideal
Kidco
Marvel
Mattel
Milton Bradley
Nasta
Remco
Tiger Electronic Toys
Toys R’ Us
Viewmaster
Toy Licenses:
Barbie
Captain Planet
Classic Pooh
Inspector Gadget
Land Before Time
Land of the Lost
Looney Tunes
Zaus/DownesInc
Nickelodeon
85 Franklin Street
Pooh
New York, New York 10013 - 3408
Rugrats
212 431 6031 / 800 355 6031
The Wild Thornberrys
fax 212 431 5917
e-mail dzaus@zausdownes.com
and others

